
Coaches can get to the scoring / scheduling page in one of two ways.  They can login 
directly at mayouthsoccer.sportsaffinity.com, or from the Club pages they can go to their 
Team page => Calendar and click the Go to MA Youth Soccer button 
 

 
 
 
When coaches get into the schedules/scoring view in Association, they will 
see this:  
 

 

http://mayouthsoccer.sportsaffinity.com/


 
 
The Schedules/Game Scoring link brings them here:  
 

 
 
 
Scrolling down, for any game eligible to request a reschedule, there will be a 
Reschedule Game button (marked #2 in the image) 
 



 
 
If the game has been rescheduled, or is in the process of rescheduling, there 
will be a View Reschedule History button (marked #1).  
 
To begin a reschedule request, click the Reschedule Game button. That will 
bring up this window.  
 



 
 
 
IMPORTANT NOTES: The requesting team MUST include a proposed date 
for rescheduling this game. There is no feature (yet) like in Sportsmanager 
where game reschedules just get approved and go into a queue; there needs 
to be a date/time proposed.  
 
The rescheduling process must be COMPLETED within 4 days (96 hours) of 
the currently scheduled game time, or the reschedule functionality on the 
coaches' end disappears. It would need to go to Rick or me. So, for example, 
it is too late to begin a reschedule process for this coming weekend without 
going through MAYS unless it is a field closure issue (which still needs to go 
through MAYS, so I guess that's moot).  
 
The requesting coach then clicks "Send Request" and that will be sent to the 
opposing team coach(es) for review.  (See below) 



 
The receiving coach then has the option to Accept the change as proposed, 
offer an alternate date, or reject the request outright.  (See below) 
 
This can go back and forth three times before the process is "locked", and a 
Tournament Admin (me or Rick right now) has to intervene.  
 
If the coaches don't get the reschedule e-mail, lose track, or whatever, then 
can click that Reschedule History button. That brings up a slightly different 
view, where you can see all the messages back and forth, the last proposed 
date, and at the bottom there are options.  
 
 

 
 
 



The USA coach here can go into the e-mail, or to the schedule as described 
above to access this. He can then click Accept Request and the game is 
rescheduled. Reject and Deadlock sends it to a MAYS review queue.  
 
Alternatively, coaches can also use the MESSAGE ONLY function to 
communicate with the other team before initiating the reschedule process. 
Then the requesting coach can just enter the agreed-upon date into the initial 
request, and the receiving coach just accepts it and they are done.  
 


